
 

PROVOST CHURCH OF S. MARIA NASCENTE (THE NATIVITY OF THE 
BLESSED VIRGIN) 
You can find this point of interest in Erba - Path 1 - Stage 2 
 

INFORMATION 

Location: the provost church of S. Maria Nascente overlooks Piazza Prepositurale, in front of Villa Majnoni 
d’Intignano, Erba’s Town Hall. 
Paving: Piazza Prepositurale is mainly paved with small stone cubes, with two narrow stone slab strips on the sides; in 
front of the church entrance there is a rectangular area paved with slab stones. The pronaos steps are made stone; the 
floor under the pronaos is paved with stone slabs, as is the floor of the enclosed inner entrance hall (the so-called 
bussola). The interior of the church is paved with stone tiles. 
Architectural barriers: access to the pronaos is by two small steps (however, on the left there is a ramp with a handrail 
on the right). The square is separated from via Gerolamo Majnoni by a series of 13 small approx. 80 cm. high square 
iron pillars, placed at a distance of about 2 metres from each other. 
Access: access to the church is normally though the large entrance overlooking Piazza Prepositurale - which used to be 
the main entrance until 1975 – that leads into an enclosed area (the bussola) with a door on the right. 
Services: parking available in the area; automated teller machines and Chemist in Corso XXV Aprile; Municipal 
Offices in Villa Majnoni d’Intignano, in Piazza Prepositurale. 
Leisure and Food: bars and cafes in Corso XXV Aprile and side-streets. 
Other information: the church is generally open for visits. 
 
DESCRIPTION 
(Silvia Fasana) 
 
Already mentioned in the 13th century by Goffredo da Bussero under the name of S. Maria Bella, the church of S. Maria 
di Villincino (as it was referred to in documents) became a provost church in the second half of the 16th century by 
order of St. Charles Borromeo, who, while visiting the Pieve d'Incino, ordered its restoration and enlargement and 
raised it to the high church of the Parish in lieu of the old parish church of S. Eufemia. Refurbished in the 18th 19th 
centuries, again extended in the early part of the 20th century, it underwent a last radical refurbishment in 1975 
according to a plan by the architect Fulvio Cappelletti, which resulted in the change of its orientation. 
The façade, built in the mid-nineteenth century, when the church was extended towards the square, is in late 
neoclassical style and is preceded by a portico with four sandstone columns. 
The central portal, made in embossed copper, is divided into panels representing Scenes from the life of the Virgin Mary 
and is the work of Maffeo Ferrari (1964), as are the two doors on the sides of the pronaos. Two stones with Roman 
inscriptions can still be found walled into the left external wall, where what was once the altar dedicated to Our Lady of 
the Rosary stood, but which was made the main altar of the church after the more recent alterations: of these stones, the 
first is a memento to the «Lymphae et Vires», i.e. saps and strengths, vital energies of nature, deities inherited from pre-
Roman cults, and the second remembers the rural god Silvanus, who was responsible for the preservation and fertility of 
crops and herds. 
The interior of the church has - at least between the 18th century and 1975 - an east-west orientation, with the single 
nave on-axis with the façade overlooking the square and two side chapels – the 18th century chapel of Our Lady of the 
Rosary on the left, and the early 20th century chapel dedicated to St. Charles Borromeo on the right. 
Following the 1975 extension, the church changed its orientation to north-south (probably the original one), and the 
chapel which was previously dedicated to Our Lady of the Rosary now hosts the high altar, behind which, in a niche, a 
wooden statue of Our Lady of the Rosary is preserved. 
In what is now the chapel on the left, the 18th century wooden statue of St. Charles deserves a mention. Below it are the 
remains of Saint Verecunda Martyr, inserted into a wax sculpture that reproduces the appearance of the Saint, venerated 
by the people of Erba and invoked against drought. In the same chapel, on the right wall, there is a statue of The birth of 



the Blessed Virgin, to whom the church is dedicated. In the former presbytery, now the first side chapel on the right, you 
can still find the 18th century polychrome marble altar, while the second chapel on the right hosts the 18th century 
baptismal font with the wooden cover typical of Lombard religious art. 
 
(Freely drawn from G. Mauri, Alla scoperta di Erba e dintorni. Itinerario N. 1, Comune di Erba) 


